
 Paper 2 

Urban Issues and Challenges 

1. Define the terms urban and rural. Urban means town or city, rural means countryside 

2. What do the following initials stand for; HIC, LIC, NEE? High Income Country, Low Income 

Country, Newly Emerging Economy 

3. What does the term migration mean? Moving to a new area to live 

4. What is rural – urban migration? Moving from the country side to a town or a city 

5. What does push factor mean? Give an example. Something that makes you want to leave an 

area, e.g., high crime, house to small, house too big, noisy neighbours 

6. What does pull factor mean? Give an example. Something that attracts you to a new area e.g. 

bigger house, better schools, closer to family 

7. What is urbanisation? The growth in the proportion of people living in towns and cities in 

comparison to the countryside 

8. Give two factors effecting the rate of urbanisation in LIC. Natural Increase, rural – urban 

migration 

9. What is a mega city? A city with more than 10 million people 

10. Is Brazil an LIC or an NEE? NEE 

11. Give two reasons for the growth of Rio over the 50 years. Rural – urban migration, 

industrialisation (people moving to work) natural increase, migration from other areas in Brazil 

12. Give two benefits of living in Rio at a time when it is growing. Employment (90,000 jobs) 

provided by the world cup in 2014 (construction and tourism), businesses such as nestle provide 

employment 1000 people 

13. Give two challenges created by urban growth. Unemployment, crime rate, infrastructure issues, 

air pollution, traffic congestion, waste and water pollution 

14. What is the name of the Favelas located in Rio? Rocinha 

15. Label three problems associated with living in favelas 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

16. Why is Bristol described as a major city? Important city regionally, nationally and internationally 

for tourism, culture, entertainment, religion, education, industry 

17. Give one environmental, one economic and one social impact that migration has on Bristol. 

Economic - Chinese telecommunications giant Huawei has also invested in the city and is 

located there.  Social - At Bristol’s Harbourside old factories and warehouses have been 

converted into bars and nightclubs. This includes an art gallery and the At-Bristol science 
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No waste collection, 

disease spread easily 

No sewage connections 



exhibition. Environmental - Bristol plans to increase the number of jobs in low-carbon industries 

from 9,000 to 17,000 by 2030  

18. What is urban greening? Process of increasing and preserving open space  in  areas  i.e. public 

parks and gardens 

19. What is integrated public transport? Several types of transport all connected together (bus, 

tram, rail, airport) 

20. What is urban sprawl? Unplanned growth of urban areas into the surrounding rural areas 

21. What is the greenbelt? An area of open land around a city, on which building is restricted 

22. What is a commuter settlement? A settlement used by people to live nearby and work in city 

centres 

23. What is urban regeneration? The attempt to reverse the decline by improving the physical 

structure, and the economy of those areas 

24. Describe Temple Quarter before the urban regeneration took place. Brownfield site, Industrial 

area in the 18th century, Feeder Canal was built in the 19th century , 1841 first railway station 

was built, Warehouse and factories, Canals and trains meant that easy access for transporting 

goods, Terraced housing for factory workers 

25. Describe Temple Quarter after urban regeneration. The Engine Shed is being used for high tech 
and creative businesses, The Engine Shed is home to a new £1.7million Innovation Centre and 
includes 18 micro-electronics, media, and digital production companies. Bristol arena, 12,000 
spectators for sporting events. Electrification of the rails 

26. What is sustainable urban living? A sustainable urban area is one in which there is minimal 

damage to the environment, the economic base is sound with resources allocated fairly and 

jobs secure, and there is a strong sense of community, with local people involved in decisions 

made 

27. Give an example of an ecotown. Whitehill Bordon 

28. Give three examples of how Whitehall Bordon is sustainable. Thick double glazing windows, 

insulated walls and solar panels, the fire station was given a biomass boiler, Rain water is 

collected from green roofs, which means that rain water can easily be collected and re-used, 

reduce, reuse and recycle.’ Kerbside recycling is used 

Changing Economic World 

1. Define the term development gap. The Development gap is the difference in standards of living 

and wellbeing between the world’s richest and poorest countries 

2. What three things does the HDI measure? Life expectancy, number of years of education, GNI 

per head 

3. What is the DTM? Demographic Transition Model  

4. Give three causes of uneven development. Disease, war, uneven trade, extreme weather, 

natural disaster 

5. What is a TNC? Trans National Corporation 

6. What is investment and how does it impact the LIC? TNCs put money and expertise into an LIC 

to help their profits increase.  It helps by providing employment, as economies grow, poverty 

decreases and education improves 

7. Which countries has taken over the USA and is now the number one investor in Africa? China 

8. What is aid? When one country or organisations provides money or expertise to another 

9. Name three types of aid. Tied, multilateral, bilateral, international, short term, long term, 

voluntary 



10. Define tied aid. Help that is given, but with certain conditions. For example the UK provide 

money to Haiti, to help recover from the earthquake, but it has to be spent on products from 

the UK 

11. Give one advantage and one disadvantage of the giving of aid. Adv: In the short term medical 

and food aid can save lives, Investment in roads can help trade links, factories will be built and 

jobs created. Disadv: Aid may not reach the people who need it the most, Food aid can prevent 

local farmers in LICs from selling their crop, their business will fail, LICs become too dependent 

on aid, they will not look for solutions to the crisis 

12. What is intermediate technology? Small scale technology which is appropriate to the needs, 

skills knowledge and wealth of the local people 

13. Intermediate technology was used in Haiti following the earthquake in 2010. Give two 

examples. Low tech materials used to rebuild houses (no large heavy machinery) local people 

and skills used. Equipment that is accessible/affordable and requires few skills to use 

14. What is Fairtrade? Producers in LICs are given a better price for the goods they produce. Often 

this is from farm products like cocoa, coffee or cotton. The better price improves income and 

reduces exploitation 

15. Summarise how countries get into debt. Low value exports due to low prices of raw materials, 

so little profit made, oil prices are high as are the prices of the goods LIC import, LIC then 

borrow money, resulting in them going into debt 

16. What is a microfinance loan? very small loans are given to people in the LICs to help them start 

a small business 

17. How does tourism benefit the Seychelles? Encourages foreign investment, improves 

infrastructure, increases employment, encourages locals to protect the natural environment. 

18. Give two reasons to explain Nigeria’s global importance. 2.7% of the world’s oil (12th largest 

producer in the world), Diverse economy including financial services; Lagos is a thriving global 

economic city, 5th largest contributor to UN peacekeeping missions 

19. How is Nigeria’s industrial structure changing? It has changed from exporting low priced raw 

materials such as cotton and cocoa to exporting oil. There are now fewer people employed in 

farming (the primary sector) as a result 

20. What is commercial farming? Farming for profit 

21. What crops are farmed in Nigeria? Citrus fruit, cotton, cocoa 

22. Name two environmental problems associated with commercial farming.  Soil erosion, land 

degradation, chemicals from pesticides and fertilisers pollute the water supply 

23. What is de-industrialisation? The decline of a country's traditional manufacturing industry due 

to exhaustion of raw materials, loss of markets and competition from NEEs 

24. Give three reasons for deindustrialisation. Cheaper goods abroad, lack of investment, increase 

in machines and technology 

25. Define Globalisation. The process which has created a more connected world, with increases in 

the movements of goods (trade) and people (migration and tourism) worldwide. 

26. What has made globalisation possible? Improved communication, increased use of the internet, 

improved transport 

27. What is a Business Park? A cluster of businesses (offices and warehouses) located on the edge 

of a city and near main roads 

28. What is a Science Park?  A cluster of science based high-tech based businesses located together 

near a university where scientific research and commercial development may be carried out in 

cooperation with the university 

29. Why do science parks need to be near universities? Use of nearby research facilities, post 

graduate students, future employees 



30. Why do business and science parks need to be near major road/railway networks? Ease of 

access for employees and to import and export goods easily 

31. Give 2 reasons to explain why there has there been a growth in the number of science parks in 

the UK?  Help to support new and growing businesses through the research of new ideas, many 

firms located in them are connected with information , hi tech and electronic industries, the 

growth and demand of new products, e.g. mobile phones means new tech is needed 

32. South Cambridgeshire has experienced population growth. Give two social effects of this. Young 

people forced to leave the area as they can no longer afford to love in the area. Increased car 

ownership lead to the decline of public transport, gentrification of old barns into new 

developments, has led to the breakdown of community spirit 

33. Rural areas e.g. the Outer Hebrides are experiencing population decline. Give two social effects 

of this. Young people leaving the island. Number of school children will decline, ageing 

population left behind 

34. What is the South West Super Highway? What is the HS2? A new road set to go through a 

tunnel beneath Stonehenge, to reduce the amount of traffic on the A303 in southern England. 

35. What is Liverpool2?  Europe’s largest ports, built to increase the import and export capacity of 

the UK 

36. What suggestions were made to improve Heathrow airport?  Give one advantage of this. To 

increase the number of runways. 8,000 extra jobs would be created at Heathrow, Heathrow has 

less runway than anywhere else in Europe, but it is the busiest in the World, 60,000 jobs would 

be created during the construction period 

37. What is the North – South Divide? Economic and cultural differences between Southern 

England (the South-East, Greater London, the South-West and parts of the East) and Northern 

England (the North-East, West and Yorkshire and the Humber). There are clear differences in 

health conditions, house prices, earnings, and political influence 

38. Give one example of a strategy put into place to resolve the regional differences. Foreign 

investment, Transport improvements, Local Enterprise Partnerships, Enterprise zones 

 

Resource Management 

1. What does the term resource mean? Stock/supply of something that has value or purpose 

2. Define Energy security. A surplus and uninterrupted supply of energy sources at an affordable 

price 

3. Energy insecurity. When demand exceeds production of energy and there is a deficit  

4. Outline three reasons why energy consumption is growing globally. Increasing population, 

increasing no. of cars, economic development, increasing use of technology  

5. Why did Russia cut off Ukraine’s gas? Russia claimed the Ukraine failed to pay its debts, and 

previously because of price disputes 

6. Was the conflict resolved? Yes, Ukraine and Russia agreed debt repayments 

7. Give 3 ways that energy insecurity will affect food production? Energy needed to power farm 

machinery, storage of farm produce, to manufacture fertiliser and chemicals 

8. Why is the UK government in favour of gas power plants? We have the gas resources, less 

polluting than other fossil fuels, increase energy mix, not reliant on other countries  

9. Give one advantage and one disadvantage of fracking. Adv: more gas is becoming available due 

to technology, can be transported in a number of ways, provides elec during peak times.. 

Disadv: pipelines can be expensive to build, can be dangerous if transported carelessly, can 

cause small earthquakes 

10. Gas is non-renewable. How long are gas reserves expected to last for? 54 years 



11. Give an example of a renewable energy that you have studied and give 3 case study facts to go 

with it. Wind power, Burbo Bank Wind Farm, Liverpool Bay. Opened 2007, 25 turbines, powers 

80,000 homes 

12. Define sustainable energy. Balancing supply and demand. Reducing waste and using energy 

efficiently. Involves individuals, businesses and government – local and national 

13. Give three advantages of the method used in the case study of the LIC sustainable supply of 

energy. Biogas stove, micro finance loans used, reducing the need for wood could save the 

Bengal tiger, reducing the need for collecting fuel has given women time to learn to read and 

write, reduces greenhouse gas emissions and so reducing global warming 

14. Which energy type has decreased most in the UK and why? Fossil fuels in particular, Coal, 

because they will runout 

15. Which energy has shown an increase in the UK? Renewable 

16. What does self-sufficiency mean? Not relying on imports 

17. Name one economic advantages of wind and nuclear energy exploitation.  Jobs created 

18. Give one disadvantage of wind and nuclear energy exploitation. High construction costs 

19. What is fracking? The process of splitting shale rocks to release gas, which has been trapped 

there as organic matter has decomposed over millions of years 

20. What are food miles? The distance covered supplying food to customers 

21. What is a carbon footprint? Measurement of the greenhouse gases, individuals produce 

through burning fossil fuels 

22. What makes food organic? Food produced without the use of chemicals such as fertilisers and 

pesticides 

23. Why does the UK import vegetables from Kenya? Because people want to eat vegetables that 

cannot be grown year round in the UK 

24. Give three impacts (positive or negative) of importing food for the UK. Less business for UK 

farmers, more food miles, more variety of goods, larger carbon footprint, rely upon other 

countries for our food 

25. What is agribusiness and give an example? High inputs (chemicals, machinery etc) with high 

outputs. Lynford House Farm (East Anglia) 

26. Why is the demand for water rising in the UK? Growing population, more housing built, and 

increase in the use of water intensive domestic appliances 

27. Define water surplus. Exists where water supply is greater than demand 

28. Define water stress. When the demand for water exceeds the available amount during a certain 

period or when poor quality restricts its use 

29. Give three case study facts on the Elan Valley Water Transfer Scheme. Five dams built in Elan 

Valley, the Craig Goch Dam. High annual rainfall (1830 mm) high land so water flows easily, loss 

of animal habitats on the areas flooded by the dam, chemical composition of the water behind 

the dam effected killing aquatic animals living upstream e.g. salmon 

30. Give two sources of water pollution. Discharge from industrial sites, runoff from chemical 

fertilisers used on farms 

31. Why were 300,000 Lancashire residents urged to boil their water in 2017? Cryptosporidium bug 

found at the treatment works 

32. Name three ways that water quality is managed. Filter water to remove sediment, purify water 

by adding chlorine, restrict recreational use of water sources, and impose strict regulations on 

the uses of water 

 


